
COMPUTER PERIPHERALS FOR THEADAM
ADAM 5¼ Disk Drive..................................$225
ADAMLINK Direct Connect Modem...............94
64K Memory Expander...................................89
Extra Digital Data Drive..................................75
Address Book Filer & Autodialer.....................25
Adjustable Tractor Feed Assembly.................80

CP/M 2.2 & Assembler (DP, Disk).................$47
ADAMCALC (DP) spreadsheet program.......39
Smart Logo (DP)............................................47
Smart Filer (DP, Disk).....................................19
EXPERTYPE (DP, Disk).................................39
Smart Letters & Forms (DP, Disk)...................25
Donkey Kong (DP).........................................19
Donkey Kong JR (DP)....................................19
Super Zaxxon (DP)........................................19
Dragon's Lair (DP, Disk).................................19
Electronic Flashcard Maker (DP)....................19
* Flash Facts - Trivia (DP)................................9
* Flash Facts - Vocabulator (DP)......................9
* Facts - American History (DP)........................9
Electronic Word Book (DP).............................19
Recipe Filer (DP, Disk)...................................19
Wacky Word Games (DP)..............................17

(Word Processing Game)
Best Of Broderbund (DP)...............................19

(Choplifter &AE)
** Family Feud (DP)........................................19
**Jeopardy (DP).............................................19
** Best of ElectronicArts (DP).........................19

(Hard Hat Mack, Pinball Construction)
** 2010 (DP, Disk) space text adventure..........19

Flash Facts Requires Electronic
Flashcard Maker.
**Available Soon

Gust Buster (DP) — arcade action................$15
Rolloverture (DP) — music education.............15
Quest For Quintana Roo (DP)........................15
Mountain King (DP)

COLECO SOFTWARE FOR THEADAM

* NOTE:

SUNRISE SOFTWARE FORADAM

—sensory strat...............15
Campaign (DP) strategy action......................15

Facemaker..................................................$23
Alphabet Zoo.................................................23
Fraction Fever................................................23

War Games..................................................$19
Star Trek........................................................19
Fortune Builder..............................................19
Dam Busters .................................................19
Choplifter.......................................................19
MonkeyAcademy...........................................19
Brain Strainers ..............................................19
Smurf Paint-N-Play........................................19
Telly Turtle......................................................19
Dr. Seuss Mix-Up Puzzle................................19
Tarzan............................................................19
Illusions.........................................................19
2010 Action ...................................................19
Spy Hunter.....................................................19
Tapper............................................................19
Cabbage Patch Picture Show.........................19
Bump N Jump................................................19
Antartic Adventure.........................................15
Burger Time...................................................15
Blackjack/Poker.............................................15
Gorf ...............................................................15
Rocky.............................................................15
Sub Roc.........................................................15
Front Line.......................................................15
Roc-N-Rope..................................................15
Congo Bongo ................................................15
Cabbage Patch Park......................................15
Expansion Module #2.....................................59

(with Turbo Cartridge)
Super Action Controllers................................59

(2 with Baseball Cartridge)
Roller Controller.............................................49

(with Slither Cartridge)
WICO Joystick/Keypad .................................19
AMIGA Joystick/Keypad................................16
Coleco Controller (Single)..............................17

Learning with Leeper ...................................$25
Sammy Lightfoot ........................................... 25
Threshold...................................................... 25
Oil's Well........................................................25

Miner 2049er................................................$15
The Heist.......................................................15

Jumpman Junior..........................................$15
Gateway to Apshai.........................................15

SPINNAKER CARTRIDGES

COLECOVISION CARTRIDGES FORADAM

SIERRACARTRIDGES

MICRO FUN CARTRIDGES

EPYX CARTRIDGES

DISCOUNT HOME COMPUTER SUPPLIER

1671 EAST 16th ST., SUITE 146 � BROOKLYN, N.Y. 11229
(718) 336-7612



STRATEGIC SOFTWARE

SmartSPELLER

DataCALC

FastFILER

PowerPRINT

(DP, DISK) $39 - Tired of all those spelling and typographical errors in your
SmartWRITER documents? Let SmartSPELLER solve your problems accurately and efficiently.
SmartSPELLER has a built-in electronic dictionary containing many of the most commonly used
words in the English language. SmartSPELLER has the ability to locate and display possible
misspelled words and typographical errors that are found within your SmartWRITER documents.
Simply run your completed SmartWRITER document through SmartSPELLER, then sit back and let
the program do the rest. At the touch of a button, the incorrect version will then be replaced with the
corrected version, and your document will be reformatted automatically. If you desire
SmartSPELLER will look up the word in question and display a suggested spelling on the screen. A
user dictionary option can be used to file up to 900 words. Includes an easy-to-follow manual.

(DP) $24 - With DataCALC, you can keep track of names, addresses, phone numbers,
expenses, inventories, and investments. DataCALC gives you the ability to devise budgets, and
project profits instantly. DataCALC organizes, and makes your figures easier to handle. DataCALC
gives you everything that you would expect from an electronic spreadsheet. Like adding and
subtracting, multiplying and dividing. It can calculate square roots, logarithms, and even trig
functions. DataCALC stores your facts and figures in a series of rows and columns, just like an actual
accountant's spreadsheet. Spreadsheet may contain up to 21 columns and 60 rows, giving you more
than 1200 storage cells. Once entered, data can be edited, calculated, and reformatted.
SmartWRITER printer will give you a hard-copy version of your spreadsheet. Includes an easy to
follow reference manual.

(DP) $24 - No longer will it take hours to look for important records. FastFILER does it in
seconds. FastFILER eliminates the need to keep hundreds of cluttered documents in your home or
office. FastFILER stores your records on data packs or disks. Simply design a record-layout
containing up to 17 different categories and enter your information. All of your data is stored like
individual records in a file folder. Records may be searched for by category, using up to four
command functions. Records may be edited, deleted, alphabetized and printed in a variety of ways.
FastFILER is entirely menu-driven. It can file mailing lists, keep track of inventory, store and recall
recipes, enter and retrieve phone numbers etc. FastFILER will print-out your records in either
mailing label or customized report format. Includes an easy to follow reference manual.

(DP) $24 - PowerPRINT is a complete printing enhancement system for
SmartWRITER documents. PowerPRINT brings out the true potential of your ADAM. PowerPRINT
works along with SmartWRITER, it will produce the same quality results that you would expect from
a dedicated word processor costing three times as much. PowerPRINT has the ability to read
different formatting commands from within the document file. PowerPRINTcan also do the following:
Headers, footers, single page print selection, auto page numbering, multiple copies and type styles,
forced page breaks, variable margins, line spacing, justifications and much more. Includes an easy
to follow reference manual.



STEVE JACOBY CO.

SAGE ENTERPRISES

PERSONAL PERIPHERALS

HOME FINANCE (DP) $19.95

EDUCATION (DP) $19.95

GAMES (DP) $19.95

UTILITIES (DP) $19.95

RECIPE (DP) $19.95

SECRETS (DP) $19.95

SUPER SPECIAL with the six above programs: Any 2 for $24.95 • Any 3 for $29.95
Any 4 for $34.95 • Any 5 for $39.95 • SIX PACK = $44.95

SMALL BUSINESS PROGRAMS

SUPERONE (DP) $19.95

RECEIVE (DP) $19.95

PAY (DP) $19.95

PAYROLL (DP) $19.95

MAILFONE (DP) $19.95

THE ABOVE STAND ALONE PROGRAMS EACH COME WITH A TUTORIAL.
ALL FIVE BUSINESS PROGRAMS-ONE PACKAGE $89.00

PACKCOPY (DP, DISK) $29

SUPER SKETCH $32

.................. Four programs that are related: Two checkbook accounts
(one home and one for business), file merger, label printer, envelope printer and more. Complete
tutorial information is included.

...................Seven programs. Study, Mastermind, Tables, Idaho Squares,
(math logic), Kidquiz, Minus, and Plus. Excellent learning program.

....................Seven programs. Checkers, Hangman, Portrait, Liberty, Idaho
Squares, Renegade (Pac Man type game), Dodgem.

...................Four programs. Music, Sounds, Random, & Surprise. Create
music programs. Creates non-musical sounds.

........................Create recipes, save them, recall recipes, and even print
recipes onADAM.

.......................Some of the tasks covered: Alphabetizing, sorting
numerically, examining files to see if a name exists, dealing with the disk drive for file handling, error
checking, etc.

..................Acheck accounting program for the small business.

.................An accounts receivable program. Tracks accounts, types
invoices, prints mailing envelopes etc.

..............................................An accounts payable program.

..................... This complete payroll program keeps track of each employee's
account. Checks and stubs are printed. Payroll summary printed.

...................Arranges mailing list & phone lists. Once the names,
addresses, ZIP codes and telephone numbers are entered, they can be sorted by ZIP Code, Area
Code and alphabetically. Supports mail or phone business.

...............PACKCOPY will make backup copies of most ADAM
software. Copies software with one or two data drives, dual disk drives, or between a data drive and a
disk drive. Makes backup copies of SmartBasic, SmartFiler, ADAMCalc, SmartFiler files and other
commercial software. PACKCOPY is intended for personal use only.

..................Provides a totally unique and simple medium for creating super
video graphics. As the stylus is moved across the Controller Pad, an image is created on your
computer video monitor or TV. Four push buttons at the top of the pad control color selection and
graphic functions of the stylus. Included along with the Controller Pad is a SKETCH MASTER plug in
software cartridge that is compatible with theADAM.



ACCESSORIES

CompuServe Starter Kit for your MODEM

PAPER PRODUCTS

DISKETTES

FLIPTRACK LEARNING SYSTEMS:

MONITORS

COMPUTER SUPPLIES FOR THEADAM

.......................................................................... $24.00
Starter Kit contains: 5 hours of connect time to the CompuServe Information Service with your
personal User ID number and password, plus a 3-ring binder, CompuServe User's Guide, telephone
list & log-on instructions, and a question and answer sheet.Amust for any MODEM user.

by REDIFORM (tractor-feed fan-fold)
White Clean Edge, 8 by 11, 1000 sheets/pack................................................................... $21.00
White Clean Edge, 8 by 11, 3000 sheets/pack....................................................................... 55.00
White Classic Bonded, 8 by 11, Clean Edge, 150 sheets/pack .................................................7.00
Ivory Classic Clean Edge, 8 by 11, 150 sheets/pack.................................................................7.00
1/2" Greenbar, 8 by 11, 1000 sheets/carton............................................................................14.00
1/2" Greenbar, 8 by 11, 3000 sheets/carton............................................................................33.00
1/2" Greenbar, 14 7/8 by 11, 3000 sheets/carton.......................................................................42.00
Continuous Self adhesive Labels for Mailing, 3 by 1, 1000 labels .............................................7.00

MAXELL 5 SS/DD Diskettes 10 pack................................................................................... $18.00
MEMOREX 5 SS/DD Diskettes 10 pack with library case.......................................................19.00
NASHUA 5 SS/DD Diskettes 10 pack ....................................................................................15.00
NASHUA5 SS/DD Diskettes, Loose Disks-Qty of 15 or more..........................................1.25 Each

How to operate theADAM........................................... $25.00
Includes 2 spoken voice cassettes and a quick reference guide. You learn directly by doing. At your
own pace and at your own convenience.

MTR 13" Color Resolution 260Hx300V......................................................................................$235
SAKATA 13" Composite Color Resolution 280x300v....................................................................239
PANASONIC 12" Hi-Resolution Green Monochrome...................................................................129
PANASONIC 10" Color RGB Monitor...........................................................................................219
PANASONIC 13" Color RGB/Composite.....................................................................................319
TAXAN 12" #210 Color RGB/Composite......................................................................................215
TAXAN 14" #220 Color with switch for Green Monochrome .........................................................235

Daisy Wheels-Pica 10, Courier 10, Emphasis, Courier 72..............................................EACH $5.50
Printer Ribbon for ADAM................................................................................................EACH $5.50
Printer Ribbon forADAM......................................................................................................3/$15.00
Loran Digital Data Pack ...................................................................................EACH 5.50 5/$25.00
(Loran is the maker of Coleco's data packs)
Dust Cover forADAM ............................................................................................................ $18.50

(Vinyl brown 3 piece-CPU, KYBD, PRT)
ADAM Accessory Kit............................................................................................................. $31.00

(3 different daisy wheels-Pica 10, Courier 72, Emphasis, blank data pack, ribbon, head
cleaning kit & care book)

ADAM Monitor Cable................................................................................................................$9.50
Disk Storage MM5 holds up to 50 5 disks............................................................................. $11.00
Disk Storage—holds up to 10 5 disks...................................................................................$4.50
FAST FORWARD - Compatible pre-Formatted Blank Digital Data Packs.........................Each $3.75

TEN OR MORE EACH $3.25
SmartBASIC Replacement Data Pack......................................................................................22.00

½

¼
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½
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¼
¼

¼
¼



VICTORY SOFTWARE

DILITHIUM PRESS

ADVENTURE PACK I (DP, DISK) PRICED AT $21

ADVENTURE PACK II (DP, DISK) PRICEDAT $21

BOUNTY HUNTER (DP, DISK) PRICED AT $21

TREK (DP, DISK) PRICED AT $21

SAVINGS & LOANS (DP, DISK) PRICED AT $21

STRATEGY PACK I (DP, DISK) PRICED AT $15

GAMES PACK I (DP, DISK) PRICED AT $15

...................................................3 text programs
1. Moon BaseAlpha - Destroy meteor that's racing toward the moon or die.
2. Jack & the Beanstalk - Defeat the giant in your quest for golden hen.
3. ComputerAdventure - Re-live getting your first computer.

...................................................3 text programs
1. AfricanAdventure - Sole survivor of plane crash, find your way home.
2. Hospital Adventure - You are a spy whose mission is to complete the bungled assassination

attempt on dictator, who is under guard.
3. Bomb Threat - Get back to town to warn police of a planted bomb.

............................This is a full length text adventure
You play the role of Bounty Hunter, battling against ruthless outlaws, hostile indians, wild animals
etc. You will do this with your wits and six gun.

..........................................Objective: Seek out and destroy the
Klingon invasion before your time runs out. This classic game has fascinated computerists for
over a decade. You are the Commander.

.....This program will calculate interest, principal,
monthly payments or term of loan based on the values you enter. It will also calculate the final value
of either a single investment or periodic deposits into an annuity fund, savings account, IRAetc.

.............................................................4 programs
1. Payoff - 1 to 4 can play this game with or without the computer. Choose your territories carefully;

do you move now or gamble.
2. HI-IQ - This is the old European game of solitaire. It is played on a cross-shaped pegboard.
3. Jump - Similar to HI-IQ, except that the pegboard is square.
4. Othello - Flank your opponents pieces and flip his disks! Play against another person or the

computer.

...................................................................3 programs
1. Gotcha! - Sneak around a battlefield of mines and Kamikazi computer controlled robot guards.

Lure the guards into self-annihilation by hiding behind the mines.
2. Street Sweepers - Gobble up all the dots in the maze before the ensuing nemesis gets you. The

maze is different every time.
3. Cannoneers - Lob shoots at your opponent from your bunker over rugged and always different

mountainous terrain. Watch as your projectile flies through the air. Did you choose the right angle?

32 Basic Programs For TheADAM..........................................................................................$36.00
Book/Software Package. Includes Applications: biorhythm, checkbook, loan, mileage, quest/exam.
Educational: arithmetic, flashcard, metric, numbers, tachist, vocab. Games: decode, groan, jot,
obstacle, roadrace, wari. Graphics: kaleido, sparkle, squares, Walloons. Mathematics: curve,
diffeqn, graph, integrate, simeqn, Miscellaneous: birthday, PI, powers, pythag.



PARALLEL SYSTEMS, INC.

MARTIN CONSULTING

SOFTSYNC INC.

HOME BUDGET PLANNING (DP) SALE PRICED AT $9

HOME FILES MANAGER (DP) SALE PRICED AT $9

PERSONAL CHECKBOOK (DP) SALE PRICED AT $9

STATES & CAPITALS GAME (DP) SALE PRICED AT $9

WORLD CAPITALS GAME (DP) SALE PRICED AT $9

GREAT INVENTIONS GAME (DP) SALE PRICED AT $9

PARTY TRIVIA GAME (DP) SALE PRICED AT $9

SmartBASIC BONANZA (DP) $29

FANTASY GAMER (DP) $29

PERSONALACCOUNTANT (DP) PRICEDAT $24

................Use up to 50 expense
categories. Store on separate tape. Modify budget at any time. Print permanent record. Generate
budgets weekly, bimonthly or monthly basis.

...................Generate mailing lists, business
or household inventory or design your own categories. Store records on tape. Print mailing labels or
listing of your files.

................Keep track of all checks, deposits
and withdrawals. Balance your checkbook electronically. Print monthly summaries. Store
summaries on tape to allow future updates.

........................ See the flag. Choose
from two separate games. 1: Computer gives state — you guess capital. 2: Computer gives capital
— you guess state. Study mode for beginners. Clues if you need them. Try for highest score. Print a
list of the states and their capitals.

......................Colorful graphics. Clues
available. Study mode for beginners. Print a list of 50 countries and their capitals. 2 separate games.
Computerized scoring.

......................Learn about the worlds
greatest inventors. Choose from sequential or random play. Match wits against the computer for
highest score. Great for the whole family.An educational experience.

.............................Six Categories of trivia
questions. • TV • Hollywood • 50's • 60's • Baseball • Football Great for parties or just plain fun.

..........Not only useful and fun, but these 15 programs can show
you some of the capabilities and routines of SmartBASIC. Programs include: Design-hi res figures;
sounder-music & sound; Othello-the board game; Mansionan adventure game; Fugue-3 instrument
music; Miniassembler-write machine code; Disassembler-decipher machine code; Filer-database;
Tennis-pong game; Labels-make labels from Filer files; Breakout-video game; Magic-amaze your
friends, etc.

......................................................Three different role playing games:
1. The Visitor — Interactive fiction with animated graphics. Your smart but odd companion must

rendevous with its mother ship.
2. Bomb Squad — Graphic adventure. Find the terrorists' bombs in time.
3. Adventure Creator — Write your own adventure games. Instructions, "framework" program,

graphics subroutines, fast machine language, parsing routine.

Using a system known as "double entry bookeeping" the program allows you to make single entries
which are simultaneously posted to their proper categories and added to or subtracted from the
appropriate accounts. The program provides professional financial reports which will list assets and
liabilities, income over expenses, and trail balances as well as complete account summaries. An
integrated data base instantly accesses names, addresses, and other relevant information. A 16
page booklet provides complete instructions.



DISCOUNT HOME COMPUTER SUPPLIER

1671 EAST 16th ST., SUITE 146 � BROOKLYN, N.Y. 11229
(718) 336-7612

PLEASE PRINT CAREFULLY OR TYPE

Name______________________________________________

R.R. No._________________________ Box No.____________

Street Address________________________________________

City___________________________ State______ Zip_________

QUANTITY DESCRIPTION OF ITEM UNIT COST TOTAL

SUB TOTAL

SHIPPING

SALES TAX

TOTAL AMOUNT

1 50

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO BE INCLUDED ON OUR MAILING LIST SEND A SELD-ADDRESSED STAMPED BUSINESS SIZE
ENVELOPE TO THEABOVEADDRESS. - THANK YOU -

Send cashier’s check, money order, personal or company check. All orders shipped within the continental USA add $1.50 per order shipping
charges. All others add 5% of total order (minimum $3.50) for shipping charges. N.Y. state residents must add sales tax. C.O.D. orders phone
718-336-7612. Orders shipped in 48 hours if in stock. Canadian orders must be in Postal Money Order in US currency.

All sales are final, but we will readily accept and replace with the same item any products purchased from us that prove to be defective.

ORDERING & TERMS:

WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD. WE WILL MEET OR BEAT ALL ADVERTISED PRICES FOR ANY ITEM THAT WE CARRY, JUST
INCLUDEACOPY OF THEAD WITH YOUR ORDER.



INTRODUCING

A Complete Hi-Resolution Graphic Design System
FROM

PaintMASTER

Strategic Software

Now, you can have the ability to create complex Hi-Resolution Graphic
designs on your Coleco ADAM Family Computer System, quickly

and easily, with the incredible PaintMASTER!

PaintMASTER brings out the true potential of your ADAM™ Family Computer and may be
considered more powerful than graphic design software costing five times as much. With
PaintMASTER, you will suddenly be able to create sophisticated drawings, colorful presentations,
and high-definition designs using an elaborate set of tools that any artist would envy.

PaintMASTER is operated from within your ADAM'S hi-resolution graphic environment.
PaintMASTER is primarily written in Z80 machine language for incredibly fast operation. A totally
unique program, PaintMASTER is commanded by a series of icon driven representations. There are
no commands to remember or type-in, a simple point and click is all it takes!

PaintMASTER's features include twenty variable brush sizes and styles, a complete sixteen color
pallette that controls both foreground and background, automatic circle, polygon, triangle, straight
line formatting, and variable border and line thicknesses. PaintMASTER has the ability to mix text of
any color and your hi-resolution pictures on the same screen. PaintMASTER also has the ability to
move and copy selected areas of your drawing. And of course, PaintMASTER will load and save
your creation to either data pack or disk.

PaintMASTER comes on a standard digital data pack and includes an easy-to-follow reference
manual.

INTRODUCTORY PRICE: $24

™

™



**INFORMATION & NEW PRODUCTS RECEIVED TOO LATE FOR CATALOG**

PaintMASTER (Data Pack) $24

CONVERT (Data Pack or Disk) $27

BACK-UP+ (Data Pack or Disk) $37

COPYCART+ (Data Pack or Disk) $15

PRICE CHANGES:

NOW IN STOCK!!!!

***SPECIAL CHRISTMAS CARTRIDGE SALE***

Unique high-resolution drawing and painting system for the ADAM. Create beautiful images using your
ADAM'S high resolution graphics, variable brush sizes, foreground colors, and background colors.
Automatic circle, rectangle and triangle creation. LOAD and SAVE your graphic pictures from disk or data
pack. Icon driven command functions. Easy to follow reference manual.

CONVERT transfers data and programs between ADAM CP/M and the following single-sided double-
density CP/M formats:

ZENITH 100 CP/M 85
TRS-80 Model IV CP/M+
IBM PC CP/M-86

CONVERT requires anADAM equipped with SmartBASIC, a minimum of one data drive and one disk drive,
and CP/M 2.2. CONVERT reads the necessary tracks of one disk and manipulates the information in order
to put it into the formatADAM needs.

This program will copy programs like SmartFILER, SmartLOGO,ADAMCalc etc. from tape to disk or disk to
tape and re-adjust the directory. Features a 40K copy buffer to minimize media swaps. Automatically
modifies BASIC as it is copied to tape or disk to make it fully compatible. Supports multiple file copies.Allows
copying of several files without typing out each filename. Contains CATALOG and disk/tape INIT feature.
Program is in machine language and self-booting. Menu driven and self-prompting.

Copies most COLECO compatible cartridges to the target media (disk or tape). Target media can hold
multiple cartridge programs. Target media will self-boot and display a directory of copied cartridges,
program selection and execution is by number making the program easy to use. Machine language
program and self-booting. Menu driven and self-prompting.

64K MEMORY EXPANDER............$69
EXTRADIGITALDATADRIVE........$48

FAMILY FEUD................................$19

THRESHOLD by SIERRAVISION....................................$12
OIL'S WELL by SIERRAVISION........................................$12
FRANTIC FREDDY by SPECTRAVIDEO.........................$12
TARZAN by COLECO.......................................................$12
SPECTRON by SPECTRAVIDEO....................................$12
PITFALL! by ACTIVISION..............................................$10
PITFALL II byACTIVISION ...........................................$10
BEAMRIDER by ACTIVISION..........................................$10
Q*bert by PARKER...........................................................$10
Mr.Do! by Coleco.............................................................$10
ROCKY by Coleco............................................................$10


